
The following are the game commanders that have accepted leadership under my term 
Jo4Play STO Commander 
Casper SWTOR Commander 
Squange Neverwinter Commander  
Thundaaahhh League of Legends Commander 
Avenger12  Star Conflict Commander 
Open  World of Warships Commander 
Biopa  Exploratory Game Group Commander 
Aer ESO ‘acting’ Commander 
 
 
Proposed budget for my term: $400 
 
World of Warships- April Anniversary- $50 
Star Conflict- Feb Anniversary- $50 
ESO- April Anniversary- $50 
STO-$50 
SWTOR $50 
Neverwinter - $50 
League of Legends- $50 
Star Conflict-$45 
World of Warships- $40 
ESO-$45 
 
Balance- $20- IF not used by a New game(s), $5 will be given to ESO and Star Conflict, and 
$10 to World of warships. 
 
Exploratory games that achieve 10 citizens by June 1st will have $20 awarded in June, this will 
be funded by the Balance and DeviousDelight. 
 
 
 
1.  What is your plan for the guild and how does it make us better?  

My goals for the next term are as follows: 
● Create a job description for all current roles with-in the guild, complete with 

expectations and reasons for dismissal 
○ This makes us better by having better expectations of everyone 

● Create a more stable leadership dynamic with-in PEGCOM, and the games 
themselves. 

○ This makes us better by being consistent, so our members can expect the 
same things, each day. 

 
2.  Who are your GCs and has the President approved of them?  



● In general, I do not believe GCs should be removed by an SC. GCs should be 
removed only in the case of disciplinary issues or performance issues 

3.  What do you see as the area in the guild that needs the most improvement? 
● Data gathering, tracking and sharing 

 
4.  What is your plan to fix that area?  

● Leverage google docs, create basic leadership documents, and hold GCs 
accountable for completing tasks 

5.  What do you think we do best?  
● The best thing we do is provide an atmosphere that people want to be a part of. 

We aren’t here to make money, most of us aren’t here to learn. It’s all about fun. 
6.  What are some major changes you want to make?  

● Better define and structure Military Command, and create a better system of 
checks and balances 

7.  How big do you want us to be?  
● If there is no place better than PEGCOM, then we should be bigger than anyone 

is currently considering. In 6 months, we should have a net positive citizen count 
of 40. 

8.  What do you plan to do social media wise?  
● Social Media really needs to be expanded. It would be nice to see a facebook 

group for each game. 
○ Especially needed for personal worries (EG. Cruel had a medical 

emergency, causing concern for most LoL members) 
● While twitch has a place for many games, we have many streamers across each 

of the games. We need to encourage Twitch on a private level, and support our 
members in growing their channels.  

9.  How would you handle member discipline?  
● The key to any disciplinary matters is to discern whether or not to punish 

privately, or publically. In most cases, Private punishment is appropriate. Public 
punishment should only be done if the matter is already public (EG. A public post 
about the punishment, makes it a public affair).  

● A record of any punishment should be kept. However, this record would only be 
available to the Judges, GC, SC, and President.  

● Any member of leadership (xo,gc, SC, President, Q member) is to be held to the 
highest standard.  

 
Further, I would define my term as SC a success if the following were accomplished 

● A defined set of rules for each game, posted under a specific link for the game 
○ (EG- Neverwinter’s Guild rules) 

● The SC GO index nearly eliminated 
○ Of the 14 SC GOs, I would ask the Quorum to review no less than 4 per 

month, and add them to the existing rules, or determine them to be not 
applicable 



■ - UPDATE- 4 GOs have been removed, with plans to achieve this 
goal over the next 3 months. 

○ Once all GOs have either been added to the rules, or removed- I would 
ask the Quorum to consider a new rule directly affecting the SC’s office 

■ Any GO created by the SC will be voted on my the Q at the next Q 
meeting.  

■ Any PO (Personnel Order) by the SC is in the SC perview only 
● A PO is defined as pertaining to the leadership of the 

game, and not general game play 
●  

If this is to come into effect, it will be during the term of the next Supreme Commander.. 
● Job Description of all leadership roles with-in pegcome, including trackable, 

defined expectations 
● All GCs appointed during my term are the GCs as of 1/1/2021 

○ FAIL 
● 40 New Citizens after the Q meeting in June 

○ Unknown progress. 
 
 
 


